[Computed morpho-densitometry and its possibilities in experimental and clinical studies].
The paper deals with the automatic morphodensitometric analysis of various biomedical objects (such as interphase chromatin in the cellular nuclei of chondroblasts and lymphocytes or human peripheral blood, opacities in the lens of chick embryos. A complex algorhythm of computational image processing was created for submolecular restructuring of interphase chromatin cell nuclear examinations. It includes specific methods of staining and unifies different quantitative analytical methods: photometrical, geometrical, gradiental, informational, and statistical. The blood cells of the children who had received low-dose radiation were detected by employing a new method of TV image computational processing of DNA-stained lymphocytes. The approach demonstrated by this study provides a sensitive and meaningful mean for diagnosing human diseases and can be useful in the clinical setting.